Energy conservation for club managers

Some tips on getting the most out of your ovens, without sending your energy bills through the roof:

- Start the day's baking with foods that require the lowest temperatures. It's wasteful to heat ovens to high temperatures, then wait to reduce heat for next item.
- Schedule cooking times to use ovens to capacity. Consider using extra space to cook such items as rice and sauces, not normally prepared in the oven.
- Allow a 2-inch clearance in standard ovens for air to circulate around pans. In convection ovens, you need less space.
- Set thermostats as low as possible to achieve desired temperature. A higher setting will waste energy and won't heat oven any faster.
- Load entire oven at one time, to avoid opening door more than absolutely necessary. For each second the oven is open, interior temperature falls 10°.
- Bake potatoes without foil, adding foil only after they're finished. But if you bake in foil, use it dull side out, as it absorbs more heat.

Labor news for club managers 1977 and beyond

January 1 brought another rise in the federal minimum wage, from $2.20 an hour to $2.30. In areas of the club industry where novice or unskilled workers are employed to perform basic tasks, the cost increase will have an impact.

Like 1976, 1977 will be a year of heavy labor/management negotiations. Major contract talks covering some 5 million workers in selected large industries are on calendar. Government officials hope that settlements will require the lowest temperatures. It's wasteful to heat ovens to high temperatures, then wait to reduce heat for next item.

The many faces of convenience foods

Lest there be confusion that only frozen food is available, it would be well to mention the categories of food products that are or will be available to the club food service industry.

FROZEN FOODS. Usually the first thing brought to mind when convenience is mentioned. There is a huge supply of them now, ready for use.

PRE-FAB, PORTIONED AND READY MEATS. At this time of high labor cost, they return savings unless you have a tremendous volume. Even in huge meat-cutting operations, the constant job of control, testing, and costing can be so expensive that it pays to have meat cutting done by others.

INSTANT DEHYDRATED. Products have forged ahead steadily in the past few years and are becoming more and more useful in the club foodservice industry. Many of us think back quite a few years to the earlier products, but we fail to realize that important advances have been made in the processing of these foods to enhance their quality.

One noteworthy example is instant whipped potatoes. Many of the persons who eat out would be amazed if they knew how many of their favorite restaurants, including some in the more expensive brackets, are using instant potatoes. Here again it is important to point out that a good instant potato, prepared in small quantities freshly as needed and served right, will yield a better product and a more uniform one than potatoes made up in large quantities hours before serving.

FRESH-CONVENIENCE. A combination of preparing your own foods and adding convenience foods to help in areas of trouble. If that good baker you had for years suddenly quits and you cannot find another, perhaps you will consider buying some frozen products to help the situation.

ALTER CONVENIENCE. This means buying convenience foods and adding your own variations, seasonings, and methods of service so that your food will be still be distinctive. For example, you can buy a good basic frozen beef stew; thaw and heat; put in an attractive casserole; garnish with some biscuits and finish in the oven; serve it with some fresh peas, and you have a distinctive dish.